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I am Petrus Stephanus Jacobus Schutte going by the nickname Peet. In

1970 I was a student that stared at a handbook while battling to make
sense of Newton. I had to learn that a wheel that turns did no work and I
clearly saw that was more than obvious total rubbish. If the wheel turned
while it did no work then how does a wheel drive a car forward? It is the
circle that forms the straight line. Remember I was sixteen at the time but
this made no sense. When the wheel turns the circle pushes the car in a
straight line and the circle is doing the job of moving the car. The work was
in the movement of the car and to drive the car the car had to go forward
and to go forward the wheel had to turn so the wheel circling was doing the
work. I realised someone made a horrible mistake and I had to tell
someone about this mistake.
Then a fellow student but much older and in a senior class walked in and I
asked him about that which was what I clearly saw was complete rubbish. I
showed him the mistake. The wheel turns and by turning it lands the
completed circle on another spot and the wheel has gone Π which pushed
the car the length of the radius but in the drive train it was the circle Π that
placed the movement r onto the car’s allocated new position or place. I
explained what I saw and he said I had to accept this statement of a circle
not completing work. He told me it was Newton that said so and in physics
Isaac Newton replaced God Almighty and if Isaac Newton said so that is
what it is. Much to his surprise I was not intimidated by Newton’s fame.
I told them that I couldn’t care less who this Isaac Newton is or was and
what important role he played in science and how famous and wise
everybody thought he was but this business of a wheel turning while not
doing work was the most outrageous and senseless garbage that I heard of
and I was not taking part in this mindless exercise. This does not prove
physics it defies physics and he who was Newton also was a mindless
backward idiot. My opinion never changes and my attitude only got worse
through the years as I got more stubborn. I was a boy of sixteen coming
from a fragmented disturbance in the bushes at the time thought to be a
town called Marble Hall that was formed to be placed on a map by a few
buildings built mainly to disturb the bushes and had no other purpose than
to burn in the bushveld scorching sun. This is a town where a horse would
refuse to be so there were no horses and it wasn’t even a one-horse town
and there I grew up. In that town most folk including me have never heard
of Sir Isaac Newton so I never had come to realise one should have
respect for this feller Isaac Newton. So I told this fellow student I could care
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less about Newton but Newton is wrong! I wasn’t going to learn this rubbish
because it was a waste of my time and it was clearly wrong. He told me to
take it up with my lector the next day, which I promptly did.
The next day I explained this conclusion I came to about Newton’s rubbish
to my lector and I was told that I had two choices. Either I repeat after
Newton or I go home. There was nothing he could do about the situation
and there was nothing that I could do about my situation and the world will
not discard Newton for the sake of my arguments and I had to learn
Newton off by heart, repeat it in the exam and get a certificate that I passed
physics or I could keep to my storey and go home being branded as a
failure. That was my choice. I could be mentally handicapped because I did
not understand Newton or accept Newton.
Guess what choice did I make…guess who was branded a failure but also
guess who is the one that came back over forty years later and showed the
world that only the failures and the mentally retarded accepted Newton.
Nobody brands me a failure when I am clearly correct and nobody pushes
F@$%@n garbage and hogwash down my throat and tell me to swallow or
drown. I am not known to take shit from no one and not even Newton!
To believe Newton’s ideas you have to be part of a criminal gang that fake
science and only those that are the best in not getting to terms with reality
and bullshit everyone can understand Newton.
In this book for the first time in human history I explain the Titus Bode law
in terms of gravity and how the Titius Bode Law but most
Go to the Internet and verify the authenticity of each one
Everything in the Universe is round. Anything that is round has to apply the
value of Π. This is a fact of mathematics but while Newtonian science
forever tells the Universe to have “mass” and to use “mass” nowhere in
science would one find Π used in prominence. Whatever you may study in
astrophysics go where you wish but never would you find Newtonian
science taking the fact of Π into any prominence? When you read further
you will se that gravity forms by movement applying Π as a value. I have
found the four phenomena that put Π in astrophysics. By valuing gravity as
Π therefore the Universe consists of gravity that forms by the working of the
four phenomena that Newtonian science hardly ever mention.
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The Titius Bode law has been around for
centuries and with all the mathematical
splendour available there for all to use, all
the brilliant mathematicians could never
come close to show any ability to any understanding of this
very important phenomena. They could mathematically
equate the formula the sequence applying as the formula,
but then after that their superior human intellect dries up.
The Roche limit has been around for centuries and with all
the mathematical splendour available to apply in order to fathom concepts
behind this phenomenon, still with all the computing ability of a machine all
those physicists with all the mathematical
superiority could not touch any understanding
about the concept forming the background. Yet
then using the truth in physics the answer is
simple.
The Lagrangian points has been known to
science for centuries and with all the mathematical
splendour available not one calculation could ever explain why this event is
taking place.
The Coanda effect has powered turbine engines and
aeroplanes in flight for almost a century and with all the
mathematical splendour available to design the most
terrific aircraft, not one engineer could mathematically
compute one fact to show understanding why this takes
place. How sad it is that those claiming of much superior
intellect in physics remain just no more than having computing power. The
understanding is not complex. I have to warn the readers that the topics are
showing a very new approach with no quick answers. Understanding is in
the proof and that does not come by reading just a few lines and then
forming conclusions. The information is new in nature but not hard to grasp.
I did not put these phenomena in place and these phenomena nullifies
Newton’s correctness and therefore don’t blame me because Newtonian
science and astrophysics falsify Newton’s claims on correctness that never
existed.
To purchase in paper format link to AuthorHouse
http://www.authorhouse.co.uk/Bookstore/BookSearchResults.aspx?Search=9781477227572
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or to Purchase in e-book PDF @ Lulu.com
http://www.lulu.com/content/e-book/how-to-swindle-by-faking-science/8026989

By the time of completion of this book you will know why
stars explode.
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What those in science do know well to do is

HOW TO SWNDLE

BY FAKING
SCIENCE
For more visit the website
www.questioneblescience.net
Written by P.S.J. (Peet) Schutte
I managed to prove and explain four cosmic keys that build the
Universe namely:
The Titius Bode Law; The Lagrangian Points, The Roche limit and
Coanda Effect
So what does that mean because nobody heard about the four cosmic
pillars.
Everything in nature in the Universe applies these phenomena in how
space forms.
The Titius Bode Law: forms the solar planetary layout and annihilates
Newtonian dogma that the solar system forms in any way by applying the
mass of the planets.
The Lagrangian Points: holds material in position to form the rings around
planets.
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The Roche limit removes the idea that stars and planets can collide or
crash into each other. Using this limit I prove why alien objects explode
when entering the earth atmosphere and just can’t collide with the surface
of the earth. This explains amongst so many other things how the
Tunguska event took place.
Now you ask me if this is so important why someone with your intellect do
not know about these phenomena after all you know important issues?
The Coanda Effect is a ratio that movement forms between space and
material. It forms the Universe in as much as forming stars in spheres and
forming galactica in circles.
In applying these phenomena it shows how nature destroys dogma science
forced us all to believe and precisely proves the reason why it is so clear
that although known to science we see why science prefers to ignore these
phenomena. I show you nature and you can see how science diverts from
what takes place in the cosmos. I show you nature.
Newton and Nature never were in the same book leave alone on the same
page but science prefers Newton.
That is because these phenomena disprove the mythology called
Newtonian science and proves their religiosity and ideology in Astronomy,
Cosmology.
I prove these phenomena for the first ever. Science clings to old concepts
that prevent them from explaining these phenomena and changing the
heart of the beast called science is a very complicated task I try to attempt.
Then after studying for many decades I concluded that nature proves
science totally different from Newton. By not understanding Newton I now
am able to understand nature because instead of Newton’s hogwash
nature makes much more sense.
I am the first person that is able to prove nature because I can explain and
prove these four phenomena in nature.
Science says it must be ignored as they are doing four hundred of years. It
can’t be ignored because it is there and it is the way nature works.
Science says it is a mistake because it is “freak of nature” but how can
nature freak and make mistakes. Only humans and other mortals can make
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mistakes. So it is high time those physicists top playing God Almighty and
start to realise nature made no mistake.
They and their Newton are the mortals making mistakes. However…

I have sent seven articles to a journal called Annalen Der Physics
explaining the four laws that produce gravity. In these articles I explained
how each of these natural laws form gravity resulting in Π forming and that
each one and the lot together proves gravity is Π. Needles to say they
never read even one of the articles. This letter is one of the notes I received
with a well-to-do brush off as if I am one of the first year students in his
class. This horseshit did not work on me when I was sixteen and by God it
will not work on me now where I am sixty. If this is how they perceive me to
be then okay I am the mindless while they are the most superior clever. I
can’t understand Newton making me stupid and they can, which makes
them clever. But when I explained nature and how nature is in place to
them, which no one in the history of humanity could ever achieve they said
the mathematics I use is too feeble to impress them. They did not realise I
was explaining how Π develops from one and the Universe in gravity starts
in singularity which is 10 going to 11 and ending as Π. This they did not
understand because they understand Newton, which I am unable to
understand because I am not feeble minded enough to be brainwashed!
As I said I have to live with this role-playing too and if I am the mindless
thoughtless ill literate, then the SUPER CLASS must be the SUPER–
EDUCATED; where I am the class amounting to stupidity the SUPER
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CLASS must be the Brainy Bunch. To distinctly point to grouping or class
or whatever you wish to consider the division there are between the Brainy
Bunch that “understand Newton” and me which is in the class that don’t
“understand Newton” I refer to those on that side of the Universe by the
names I use above. Further more when I refer to mistakes that I do prove
to be mistakes in the book as we go along I refer to it as Xepted mistakes
to clear another distinction of necessity. They accept pure Xepted
Newtonian hogwash that only the brilliant Brainy Bunch SUPER–
EDUCATED can understand.
There are the Brainy Bunch SUPER–EDUCATED able to “understand
Newton” and on this side those unable to “understand Newton” and see
unable to see how non-existing “mass” that was fabricated by Newton can
pull an expanding Universe closer while it shifts into more space. The
cleverness of the Brainy Bunch reminds me of the King that had “magic
clothes” and all those that could not see the “magic clothes” were stupid so
one and all saw the King’s “magic clothes” for the sake of not being stupid.
This what is going on in physics us the same as the stupid King that was so
“clever” he was the only one that saw the “magic clothes” so every one saw
the “magic clothes”. They were able to see “mass pulling mass” where no
“mass pulls mass” and nature disproves Newton’s idea of “mass pulls
mass” on every new discovery but still they see that Newton was correct
when Newton said, “mass pulls mass”.
They “understood” Newton while the rest with more intelligence that could
not “understand” Newton’s delirious ramblings where Newton contradicts
even Galileo went off to become lawyers and doctors and other worthwhile
servants of intelligence and the rest that had no brains to understand what
was going on in class was those that “understood Newton” and remained in
physics. No wonder physics got stuck in ideas that have been around for
three hundred years. All other academic institutions developed except
physics because they still use forces that fly all over day and night ready to
pounce on unsuspecting cosmic material and “pull”, Newton was a quack
and an alchemist that believed in magic and forces in magic and so he
went on to prove more forces then Newtonians had brains to “understand”
reality so they joined the club of unexplained magical forces that went on a
mission of pulling things all over the Universe.
This story of the King and his “magic clothes” that only in stupidity could
see applies so much to Newtonians they can claim the script as the big
Newtonian life story written only for and only with Newtonian scientists in
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mind! They are clever because they see “mass” where no “mass” can be
and now I call their bluff to show what they are able to see. I call on them to
prove the “mass” they see is forming gravity that thereby is constructing the
solar system in accordance with Newton.
If “mass” pulls “mass” into contraction why is the Universe expanding ever
since the Big Bang by Newton’s “mass pulling mass” and that is one very
tiny reason amongst numerous others why I am unable to “understand
Newton”. This understanding and misunderstanding is part of the concept
of the Brainy Bunch that in all their wisdom and cleverness can see the
expanding contradicts Newton’s claims of the contracting that should be
occurring but also while being unable to explain the anomaly of expanding
contradicting Newton they still are able to clearly see Newton working and
being able to “understand Newton”. What I see in reading the Universe is
there is space holding material that moves and material only moves in
terms of the space, which it occupies as material moves. This claim I prove
in a few pages in the book when I show what Kepler’s work entail without
Newton raping it blindly just to falsify Kepler in order to provide ground that
would underscore his claim on mass.
I explain how the sequence works and why does the Titius Bode law works
the way it does. Moreover, I also explain this way why the Roche limit, the
Lagrangian system and the Coanda affect forms. They are unable to
explain these phenomena and to hide behind the air incapability they
present a lot of hogwash in the form of Newton’s formulas. To prove my
point take any of the formulae I show to any physicist and ask him or her to
replace what they have with the true values they apply to the planets and
prove the correctness of the formula. Every formula I show that Newton
introduced
only has
the ability to bluff and cannot be applied to calculate any result. So don’t fall
for their centuries old tactics to scare you into obedience because their
formulas
are meaningless and read it as if it is
meaningless because it not worth anything as far as calculating anything of
importance. It is part of their mind altering process they subject you too.
Normally through the centuries it takes about 80 to 100 years for those in
science to conform to a new idea and then confirm the new idea. Going
back in history we find that all those locked onto old and outdated
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conceptions had to die out before a new idea was confirmed and the old
idea became absolute. I thought in this modern era this would not be the
case but Academics have a stronger grip on publication in modern times
than what the Pope had in the time of Galileo. At least the Pope allowed
Galileo a chance to publish his thoughts but that is more than what modern
liberal minded Newtonians would allow.
Their stranglehold is vicious and murderous when it hides the truth and in
that I need the help of a publisher that can confront those who need
confronting to break this iron grip and show what mockery science is at this
point. I need some publisher with a backbone that can help me take on the
meaningless science and introduce the truth for the first time ever. Those
formulating science are quick to throw stones at the Pope but they are
exactly as guilty.
I am including four options of books that are prepared for electronic
publishing. The there is one that is prepared for printing purposes. The
books all carry the same topic but the information is considerably less or
more comprehensive. I include a selection ranging from everyday matter of
fact to rather academically motivated and although the information is easily
digestible to somewhat informing.
One book entertains new ideas. One book proves the concept by proving
the reality of the relevancy of singularity, which has never yet been
understood. In every case each one asks for a higher level of concentration
or a much higher in depth understanding level than the one before or the
one following because to inform and to give backing by proof requires a lot
less or more concentration of factual information. The facts presented is the
same but the degree of being presented with comprehensive information
does alter the purchase field that the book will enjoy.
I am sitting in Darkest Africa in a barren desert not knowing how the market
strategy works and incapable to do such marketing or distribution of books
of this nature. But I have already proven that there is a market for this
theme because I did launch two books of much significance on a free-book
website. The theorem and all such information is mine unconditionally and
remains mine and can never be sold or changed in ownership. It is science
but remember it puts science into a very new frame where a new view on
the Universe opens up. Every person on earth that studied physics are
studying physics or in future is planning on going to study physics will
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eventually have to read my book albeit science rejects my views to be able
to understand what my much more complex Theses in volumes hold.
I got fed up with Academics unwilling even to read my work once they see I
am addressing Newton’s shortcomings and not singing the praise of those
praising Newton’s physics with so much conviction that I see Newton s a
religiosity and so I tried a stab in the dark. I wrote two books intended as
being “commercial minded” in order to get it to the attention of people about
the book and the other book I just published without any promotional work
done about the second book on the free-book website.
The promoted book went off like a bat at night and the second notpromoted book hardly downloaded. The first book downloaded by the
thousands and the not-promoted book hardly drew attention. Then the
publisher gave the second book a write-up as he did with the first book on
the grounds of the first book drawing that much attention and downloading
that successful. With that promotion the second book also started to
download in significant numbers. This proved there are many educated
persons that doubt the correctness science claim to have. They prompted
me to write these four “commercial” books to get my message out and try
to earn money while getting funding to have my more academic books
printed nod marketed. You now are reading the promotion of one of the
four books I offer to every body concerned with science.
Why would this book sell? Everyone suspect there is something drastically
wrong about science and everyone knows we all are led down the garden
path about science and we all are aware information is hidden from us to
make science believable and everyone wants to learn the truth. To sell
books the book must be promoted and I have no such funding! I then put all
my hope on this theory and thought the academics will embrace my
information. I do realise that there are many authors in search of publishing
opportunities and therefore I have to explain what makes my book so
overshadowing important when compared to any other books on offer. My
books are special because I show information about science that no one
even ever suspected let alone are able to prove.
I show that modern science is a hoax and a folly and I dare any person
layman or academic master to prove otherwise or to prove me wrong in
even the slightest detail that I present. If you think this mud slinging is big
words and much boasting then I inform you that compared to the truth I
uncover it spells out controversy as never before. Think how big will any
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controversy be when someone proves Newton’s idea about mass pulling
mass is one big hoax that was and can never be proved and the entirety
resting on such a claim is bogus science.
I am surprised about what flurry the moon landing controversy holds
because what I have to show overshadows the moon landing controversy
by light years. Considering what hoax I present makes the fact that the
moon-landing event ever took place or did not take place much insignificant
and quite pale in comparison. Should the moon landing be a hoax, then
one department in the U.S.A will be damned by the public for one
presentation but the hoax I uncover puts the entirety of physics concerning
astrophysics in the open as the biggest hoax invented by man in the history
of mankind.
The fraud (and I call it fraud for there is no better description) that science
hides from the public overshadows the controversy about the moon landing
by many miles. I have worked on this subject that I present ever since 1977
and I also bring the solution to remedy the matter. I compiled a new
cosmic theory by which I eliminated all the incorrectness that Newton has
burdened science with but with this being my opinion I did not find a garage
full of academics supporters waiting to applaud me and to uphold my views
on the matter. Gravity rests on movement of material in relation to other
material also moving. The movement of the sun provides the earth with
movement but not only that al movement going straight becomes circular
movement and circular movement takes place within the circle in which it
moves going forward as a straight line and in that idea of a circle becoming
a straight line and a straight line becoming a circle the entire concept of
cosmic gravity is vested.
According to the Big Bang theory the Universe expands and there is no
evidence of pulling bringing about a Universe contracting or becoming
smaller. The Hubble constant is sole evidence of this proof of expanding
Therefore I challenge the concept they build on the fact that mass attracts
mass and everything is pulling everything else. By the manner they
selectively withhold information when teaching science, amounts to
deliberate brainwashing of students in physics by “normal” education
practises. The new concept I wish to introduce puts all emphasis on space
ands material is only space filled with material substance while other space
is filed with non-material.
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In the end all space are equal but the movement it has makes the
difference it presents in relevancy. All space structures hold in the centre
most heat concentrated and from that centre holds all material owned by
that structure.
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This book is part of the Corrupt Science series but
presents information on a much less technical level
and does much more ground level explaining without
expressing complicated and sometimes hard to
follow details when proving what I say.
It is to be enjoyed by everyone on a less
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Science went corrupt in 1705 when Edmund Halley told the world he used
his friend Isaac Newton’s physics formula to calculate the route and time
that the comet that was named after him would arrive. This was where
science went crooked and started to corrupt science, a position that went
on ever since because that same dishonesty is still present in Newtonian
science. Halley calculated the time periods since 1066 at the battle of
Hastings and found a comet was mentioned every seventy-six years. This
was very ordinary for a man of his class so he had to get far cleverer than
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just to backdate history to get a time frame. So he really got clever and
conspired with the biggest fraud in science ever in science; the man who
stole all physics Doctor Hooks invented, the man that even got Kepler’s
figures wrong by cheating the daylight out of Kepler’s work, the man called
Isaac Newton. If Halley was honest about tracing the arrival of a comet that
was mentioned every seventy–six years then Halley was no more than
bloody ordinary and that Halley could never be. So to look smart Halley
said he used the formula of Newton to calculate the route that the comet
took. This says he used mass to calculate how the comet came to the sun.
That says the sun’s mass pulled the comet and the comet’s mass pulled
right back and this way the comet came to the sun. I don’t go into the
comet as such in this book but I do in other books. In this book I show on a
lower technical level than others how Newtonian science started to go
corrupt in 1705 with one conspiracy to cheat and since became the corrupt
myth it now developed into. How do I know Halley did not use the mass pull
mass idea, because if he did then how did he calculate that the comet was
cyclic or that it returns every seventy-six years? If mass pulled the comet to
the sun, what then pushed to comet back into outer space? His big
ambition was to prove the comet comes and goes but if mass makes the
comet come what pushes the comet back? You know that this became the
biggest fraud that came to be and it is called Newtonian science ever since
1705? Since 1705 every person that practised science became part of this
conspiracy willing or unwittingly, nevertheless they all faked about science.
The most brilliant minds on earth this past three hundred years failed to ask
this simple question: if mass pulls the comet closer what pushes the comet
away? If mass forms the force of pulling and pulled the comet closer then
what pushed the comet back into the darkness of the beyond? How did he
know the mass of Halley’s comet? Nobody then asked questions. No one
asks uneasy questions…except me. I show the fake science we have by
just questioning science in search of the truth. Newton and Halley got away
with corrupt science. Today Newtonians get away with corrupt science.
Then those in science question my integrity as well as my ability to
understand physics because I question the integrity of those in physics and
in this book you read how a bag of stinking shit flies into the faces of the
most holy, the most intellectual minds the world ever produced.
Brainwashed as you might be just please try to understand this if you can’t
understand anything else; those who are too stupid or too brainwashed to
see how and that Halley cheated to make him look good and to falsify the
truth so that Newton could falsify physics and to make Newton a genius of
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all times, which is just what Newton became after this dishonesty, then
don’t purchase this book because you are brainwashed beyond recovery. I
don’t want to steal the money of a capitulated mindless person.
However, If you think I am about to praise the stern abilities that science
known as Physics holds while claiming their honesty and purity then you
came to the wrong website. I am washing dirty laundry because for
decades they blew my work off the table and made me to be the stupid
village clown “that can’t understand Newton”. If you don’t like what you read
and which is how you are continuously mislead then go elsewhere because
I am the only one who tells the truth about the truth. If you think you are
about to read an ode to the honour and the ability of the total genius
Newton in what his work represents then you better start to think again. I
now present the world with what is false and what is true.
If you think this is an endorsement for the incorruptibility of science and the
absolute correctness science portrays throughout, then you are in for a
shock. I am not going to bullshit you about the sincerity of science or the
honour that scientists hold above all else because the public is disillusioned
enough with all the sanctimonious garbage science claims. If you believe in
the honesty of science, dream on. They’ve been leading the public down
the garden path for far too long and it is time to come clean. If you believe
in the unwavering honesty of scientists then either brave yourself or page
on because if you carry on reading you are going to be very disillusioned
about what you are about to learn.
We see their achievements and we gasp breath in admiration. With all the
amazing achievements accounted for and when recognising all the things
with which science changed our way of living on the earth and what was
achieved by scientists developing this super mentality and in that also
giving science all the admiration dually admitted notwithstanding, I am
about to dump on you the biggest conspiracy that has ever been presented
and that was ever undertaken by any group of persons in the entire human
race. Think of anything you might think is big or outlandish by nature and
that dwarfs in comparison to what I am about to reveal.
If you studied science then your surprise will be that harsher.
It is so large that there is nothing in the past history of man with which one
could compare this revelation that I reveal. It involves every aspect of all
aspects of the life of every human being and this shadow hanging in our
midst covers the darkest secret that was ever hidden from intellectual
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human view. Those we absolutely unconditionally trust in all aspects
perpetrate it. It touched on every individual walking the surface of the earth
and that excludes no person of any status albeit it an infant or someone in
old age.
By implementing the 4 cosmic principles I show in the book, thereby I show
how nature works with the 4 keys while I show how science falsifies facts to
make science seems to work by magical forces pulling. What I show was
never printed before by any person and is understood for the first time in
human memory. These principles redistribute cosmic density from liquids to
solids. The cosmos is made up of material and non-materials.
The above I explain by proving what happens when nature performs
because I managed to formulate the working process of the four cosmic
principles or building blocks in Nature.
These are: 1) The Coanda Effect
3) The Roche Limit

2) The Titius Bode Law
4) The Lagrangian Points.

If you have never heard of these phenomena it is not that surprising
because you either have to believe in Newtonian magic Newtonians call
science or believe in nature and nature implementing science because this
is what nature uses instead of Newton. These 4 phenomena used by
nature in nature disprove Newton completely.
Gravity is the movement of space within space. It is a star spinning in
space. The entire Universe is relevancies formed by differentiation of
density. Movement brings comparable density differences. A Black Hole is
much denser than the sun and the inside of a galaxy is much denser than
the outside rings of the galaxy and gravity is density differences.
Everything in the Universe moves and that movement either by contracting
space or expanding space forms gravity, and gravity does not come about
by mass. By turning a star rotates, therefore material contracts space and
in the process it reduces the space surrounding objects and this leads to
increases seen as space expanding. The faster a star spins the denser is
the star and therefore the denser a star is by fast movement and the
smaller the star becomes in overall size and space. Since the area called
outer space does not move, the density is reduced as stars collect the
density by contraction of space.
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